
Ghana statistics 2009 
(World Bank, IEA) 

GDP: US$1,098/year per person

CO2 emission: 0.4 tonnes/year per person

54% of people live on less than US$2/day

39% of people lack grid electricity

Location

“I’ve only a market stall, but by selling 
Toyola stoves I’ve saved enough 
money to buy a plot of land and start 
building a house.”
Georgina, retailer, Accra.
 

Contact
Toyola Energy
Suraj Wahab Ologburo
toyolaenergy@yahoo.com

Toyola Energy won a 2011 Ashden Award in recognition of its 
success in producing and selling efficient charcoal stoves 
throughout Ghana and beyond.

Most urban households in Ghana cook on charcoal, using inefficient, polluting stoves made 
of thin sheet metal. The cost of charcoal is a significant proportion of household income. 
Nearly three quarters of charcoal production in Ghana comes from unsustainable wood, so 
using charcoal contributes to deforestation. Toyola Energy was set up in 2006 to supply 
better stoves and other energy systems to low-income households in Ghana.

Key information
–  The ’Coalpot’ stove has an hour-glass-shaped body  with an adjustable door in the base, 

and is made by hand out of sheet steel.
–  Charcoal is burned in a heat-retaining stove liner, made by hand from clay and then kiln 

fired. Liner and body are held together with insulating mortar.
–  Over 170 independent artisans trained by  Toyola make the stove components and 

assemble stoves to Toyola specifications.
–  Five sizes made from 270 to 510 mm top diameter, retailing for US$6.60 to US$33.  
–  Stoves sold directly by Toyola, through existing retailers, and by Toyola agents working on 

commission. 
–  About 75% of customers buy on credit: one third of these use a ‘Toyola money box’ to save 

for their repayments each time they buy charcoal.
–  Surveys show that stove is durable: only 2.5% go out of use in the first year, and 15% in 

the first three years.
–  By March 2011, a total of 154,000 stoves had been sold, of which an estimated 143,000 

were still in use.
–  Testing for carbon finance verification shows that Coalpots cut charcoal use by about one 

third, giving a total charcoal saving of about 26,000 tonnes/year.
–  Wood used for charcoal comes from unsustainable sources, so stoves cut greenhouse gas 

emissions by about 150,000 tonnes/year CO2e.
–  Coalpots are very popular with cooks, because they cook food more quickly and keep it 

warm for longer. Stove-related burns cut by 90%, and eye irritation and breathing 
problems reduced.

–  Annual saving on charcoal of around US$27 is significant for a household with around 
US$800/year cash income, and means that the cost of buying a Coalpot is recovered 
within three or four months.

–  Toyola creates local employment for both artisans and those in the supply chain, around 
its five productions centres in different parts of Ghana and one in the Republic of  Togo.

Future plans
–  Toyola plans to open new production centres in other parts of Ghana, and also start 

production in Benin, Sierra Leone and Nigeria.
– Target of 140,000 additional stoves sold by 2013.

Toyola Energy Limited is a for-profit business, founded in 2006 by Suraj Wahab Olugburo 
and Ernest Kwasi Kyei. It has a 90% shareholding in KT ceramics that makes stove liners, 
and a wholly-owned subsidiary, Toyola Solar, that sells pv systems. In 2009/10 Toyola 
Energy had an income of US$550,000 (72% sales and 28% carbon finance) and five staff.
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Background
Most urban households in Ghana cook on charcoal, using traditional charcoal stoves made 
of sheet metal. These stoves are polluting and inefficient, and the cost of charcoal is a 
significant proportion of household income. Most of the wood used to produce the charcoal 
comes from unsustainable sources, so charcoal production contributes to both 
deforestation and greenhouse gas production. Toyola Energy was set up to bring cleaner 
stoves and other energy products to households in Ghana. 

The organisation
Toyola Energy Limited was founded in 2006 by Suraj Wahab Ologburo, a former accountant 
and Ernest Kwasi Kyei, an engineer, both of whom had been trained in stove production 
under the Ghana Household Energy programme (GHEP). They obtained a loan from E+Co to 
start commercial production and sales, providing work to 77 other artisans including some 
trained under GHEP. Further loans and carbon finance have enabled the growth of the 
business, which by April 2011 had five production centres in different parts of Ghana and 
one in the neighbouring Republic of Togo. 

In 2009/10 Toyola Energy had an income of US$550,000, 72% from stove sales and 28% 
from carbon finance. It employs five people directly and provides work to a large number of 
self-employed artisans. It has a 90% shareholding in KT ceramics that makes the stove 
liners, and also has a wholly-owned subsidiary, Toyola Solar, that sells photovoltaic 
systems.

The programme
Toyola Energy produces and sells efficient charcoal-burning stoves. Independent self-
employed artisans make the metal stove bodies and the ceramic liners to Toyola 
specifications, and assemble and finish the stoves. Toyola sells stoves directly, via dealers 
and also through local marketing agents.

The technology

How does it work?
The Toyola Coalpot stove has an hour-glass-shaped metal body. The charcoal is burned in 
a heat-retaining ceramic liner, which has holes to supply air, and let the ash fall down. An 
adjustable door in the metal body controls the air flow and therefore the rate of burning.

The stove top is designed for the round-bottomed pots that are popular in Ghana, using 
robust metal pot-rests that give a narrow gap round the pot base and good heat transfer. 
The Coalpot was developed from the GHEP three-legged Gyapa stove, to be more durable, 
more stable (particularly with food that requires stirring), and also more efficient. 

How much does it cost and how do users pay?
US$1 = GHC 1.51 (Ghana Cedi)  [April 2011]

Coalpots are made in five different sizes. The domestic sizes range from 270 to 360 mm top 
diameter and retail for GHC 10 to 12 (US$ 6.60 to US$8.00). The commercial sizes are 460 
and 510 mm top diameter and retail for GHC 40 and 50 (US$ 26 and US$33). All retail prices 
are subsidised by carbon finance. 

Toyola gives up to two months credit to its direct customers, and also to its dealers and 
sales agents who can pass the credit on to their customers. 75% of customers use credit, 
20% pay cash, and a few pay by bartering produce such as cassava. About one third of 
credit customers use a ‘Toyola money box’ to reserve their savings on charcoal, and use this 
money to make their credit payments.
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Manufacture in more detail 

The metal parts of the stove body are 
cut by hand from 0.8 to 1.0 mm thick 
sheet steel using templates. Scrap 
metal is used where available to keep 
costs low, but this is currently in short 
supply in Ghana. Two metal cones are 
made, fixed together and a flat base 
attached, by bending the steel, folding 
the joints, and hammering to secure 
joins and smooth sharp edges. Metal 
handles and pot-rests are added. 

The stove liners are made from clay, 
mixed in fixed proportions with water, 
sawdust and sand. The liners are 
shaped accurately by hand using a 
potter’s wheel and scraper. Liners are 
air-dried for 24 hours, then the air 
holes are punched in them. They are 
then fired, 1,000 at a time, in a 
wood-burning kiln, in a cycle that 
takes four days. 

To assemble a stove, a thick layer of 
insulating mortar is first spread inside 
the base of the stove body and left to 
dry. The outside of a stove liner is 
covered with the same mortar, then a 
stove body is inverted onto the liner 
and pushed down, so that the mortar 
joins the liner and body. An embossed 
serial number is secured to the stove 
body, which is then given a thick coat 
of protective paint. 

Clay stove liners waiting to be fired.



How is it manufactured, promoted and maintained?
Everyone involved in production is trained and works to Toyola specifications. 40% of stove 
body production is outsourced, and all the liners are made by KT ceramics. The rest of the 
production, and the assembly, is carried out by self-employed artisans in the Toyola 
production centres. Each artisan must check the quality of the material and components 
from the previous stage, and reject work that is below standard. A random survey of stoves 
in use, undertaken to verify savings for carbon finance, shows that they are durable: only 
2.5% go out of use within one year, 5% within two, and 15% within three. The liner is the 
part that fails first, but it can often be replaced.

Toyola sells about 60% of stoves directly to users, by taking stock out from its production 
centres on trucks, vans, carts and even boats. About 20% of sales are through conventional 
retailers – from small shops up to supermarkets. The other 20% are sold by local agents 
who work for Toyola on commission. Toyola records who assembled each stove, who sold it 
and who bought it, along with the serial number. These records are required for carbon 
finance verifiers, but also make it easy to track down the source of any problem.

Benefits
Annual stove sales have increased from 21,000 in 2007 to 52,000 in 2010, with a total of 
154,000 sold by the end of March 2011. In 2010 3% of sales were commercial stoves, 92% 
were domestic stoves sold in Ghana, and 6% were domestic stoves exported to Togo and 
Burkina Faso. 

Based on the survey of stove use, an estimated 143,000 stoves (93% of the total sold) are 
currently in use. With an average of 5.2 people per household and 50 people per 
commercial stove, this means that about 940,000 people benefit from Toyola stoves.

Because Toyola stoves are registered for Gold Standard carbon finance, there is regular 
monitoring of stoves in use, surveys of users, and audits of greenhouse gas savings.

Environmental benefits
Charcoal savings have been assessed using kitchen performance tests with the same 
households using their original stove and a medium-sized domestic Coalpot. The Coalpot 
was found to save one third of charcoal, an average of 0.5 kg per day. Thus the stoves 
currently in use are saving about 26,000 tonnes of charcoal each year, and so cutting the 
use of wood to make charcoal. 

Perhaps surprisingly, Coalpots also cut fuelwood use directly. Surveys found that 30% of 
households used some fuelwood as well as charcoal for cooking. When they switched to 
using a Coalpot, their use of both charcoal and fuelwood decreased. 

Currently, about 73% of the wood used in Ghana to make charcoal and directly as fuelwood 
is non-renewable (ie: not replaced by new trees). This means that saving charcoal and 
fuelwood by using Coalpot stoves helps to reduce deforestation.

Charcoal and fuelwood savings also cuts greenhouse gas emissions. Detailed assessments 
show that a Coalpot in use for one year in Ghana saves the equivalent of 1.03 tonnes of CO2. 
84% of this is actual CO2, produced because of the use of non-renewable wood. Most of the 
remainder is methane emitted during charcoal production. Thus the stoves currently in use 
are saving about 150,000 tonnes/year CO2e.

Social benefits
Coalpots are popular with cooks. User surveys show that food cooks more quickly: women 
save about 30 minutes per day, which they use mainly for family time and relaxation. The 
heat retention of the liner means that food keeps warm for longer, and the insulated stove 
base can be used like an oven for roasting vegetables while a pot cooks on the top. 

The insulation that helps cut fuel use also reduces the temperature of the outside of the 
stove. Burns are reduced by over 90% and the person cooking does not get so hot. Health 
surveys show reduced incidence of eye irritation, shortage of breath and coughing. 
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Greenhouse gas complexities   

Toyola receives carbon finance based 
on an estimate of 0.43 tonnes/year 
CO2e saving per stove, rather than 1.03 
tonnes/year. This is because the 
carbon finance value is assessed ‘up 
front’ for each quarterly sale of stoves 
and averaged over seven years, on the 
conservative assumption that 20% of 
stoves will fall out of use each year. 
However, so far the surveyed attrition 
rate is only 2.5%.

In addition, for any efficient biomass 
stove, the greenhouse gas savings 
depend on the sustainability of the 
biomass source. If the Coalpot was 
used in an area with no replacement of 
wood (ie: 100% non-renewable), then 
it would save 1.32 rather than 1.03 
tonnes of CO2e during one year of 
operation.  

Making stove bodies in the production centre near Accra.

“Toyola provides locally-produced 
cookstoves at the right price point with 
superb customer service.”
Ellen Morris, University of Columbia, USA

The Toyola delivery truck can also be used for roadside 

sales.



Economic and employment benefits
User surveys in 2010 showed that households with Coalpots spent about GHC 160/year on 
charcoal compared with their pre-Coalpot expense of GHC 200/year. This saving of GHC 40 
(US$27) per year is significant for households with cash incomes that are typically about 
GHC 1,200 (US$800) per year. It means that the cost of buying a Coalpot can be recovered 
from savings in charcoal within three to four months. Note that the savings do not take into 
account the fact that charcoal prices have approximately doubled from 2008 to 2011, so that 
the real saving is higher.

Five Toyola Energy production centres are operating in different parts of the Ghana, and one 
has recently opened (April 2011) in Togo. This means that training, employment and income 
have been brought to different parts of the country and beyond. In 2010 about 172 people 
were involved in production and assembly of stoves. Further income is generated within 
the supply chain, with traders and agents earning about 10% of the retail price on each 
sale. 

Potential for growth and replication
Toyola Energy has grown rapidly since it started selling stoves in 2007, but demand for 
stoves in Ghana outstrips supply. To meet this demand, Toyola is planning to open new 
production centres in other parts of Ghana, and to start producing wood-burning stoves as 
another option for regions of the country that mainly use wood. Every artisan directly 
trained by Toyola agrees to train two further people, so that the number of skilled workers 
can grow rapidly. 

There is demand from other countries in West Africa with similar cooking styles. Toyola 
recently opened a production and training centre in Togo and currently exports to Burkina 
Faso. There are plans to open similar facilities in Benin, Sierra Leone and Nigeria in the next 
two years. By 2013, Toyola hopes to have sold a further 140,000 stoves.

Carbon finance is enabling Toyola to grow, but the need for capital by both producers and 
end-users is still a constraint. Toyola is looking for a suitable bank or MFI partnership, and 
is also considering setting up a separate finance subsidiary. 

The technology is not difficult for others to replicate. However, to reach large numbers of 
users requires the type of quality control systems and sales and finance network that 
Toyola has built up. 

Contact details
Suraj Wahab Ologburo
CEO, Toyola Energy Limited
Toyola House
Faase Village
Sapeiman
Accra
Ghana
toyolaenergy@yahoo.com
no website

Disclaimer

This report is based on information provided to the Ashden Awards judges by Toyola Energy and findings from a visit by a member of the judging 

team to see its work in Ghana in March 2011

The Ashden Awards have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this report is full and accurate. However, no 

warranty or representation is given by The Ashden Awards that the information contained in this report is free from errors or inaccuracies. To the 

extent permitted by applicable laws, The Ashden Awards accept no liability for any direct, indirect or consequential damages however caused 

resulting from reliance on the information contained in this report.
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This family has just bought their second Coalpot. They can 

now get rid of both their old stoves that are standing in the 

background. 

“Customers are happy with the stoves 
because they don’t consume much 
charcoal. It only takes a little for the 
food to be cooked. The stoves have 
helped me and my family. They have 
enabled me to buy land and expand my 
business. It’s great.”
Gina Garbon, retailer, Accra

Cooking for a small restaurant on commercial-size 

Coalpots.
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